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SYSTEM EVALUATION ON THE CONTROL DATA 6600* 

DAVID F. STEVENS 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 

Berkeley, California, USA 

Abstract: This paper describes a simple technique by which a peripheral processor can be used on a 
Control Data 6600 as a programmable hardware monitor for system evaluation with a minimum" of 
interference. Two examples are given, and some suggestions for future investigations are offered. 

As computing systems increase in size and 
complexity, it becomes both more important and 
more difficult to determine precisely what is 
happening within a computer. The two sorts of 
performance measurements which are readily 
available are not very useful; they are the micro
timing information provided by the manufacturer 
(.4 microseconds/floating add) and the macro- . 
timing information provided by the user ( "why 
does it take three days to get my job back?"). 
The relationship, if any, between them is ob
scured by the intricate bulk of the operating sys
tem; if it is a multi-programming or time-shar
ing system, the obscurity is compounded. 

The tools available to the average installation 
for penetrating this maze are few and inadequate. 
Simulation is not particularly helpful: the infor
mation which is lacking is the very information 
necessary for the construction of an accurate 
model. Trace routines interfere excessively 
with the operation of the sy stem, distorting stor
age requirements as well as relative timing in
formation. Hardware monitors are not generally 
available, and though a wondrous future is fore
seen for certain of them [1,2], they have yet to 
demonstrate their capabilitie s in an operational 
environment; furthermore, they are certain to 
be too costly for permanent installation, and per
haps too cumbersome for temporary use. The 
pe ripheral processor of the Control Data 6000 
series computers, however, provides some in
stallations with an easily utilized, programmable 
hardware monitor for temporary use at no extra 
cost. 

The peripheral processor+PPU) has access 
to all channels (and hence to all peripheral de
vices), all of central memory, the location 
counter of the central processor, and (through 
the exchange jump instruction [3]) the contents 
of all the operation registers. It has no inter
face problems, since it was an integral part of 
the original design of the computer. It can out
put data either directly onto any external device 
available to the system, or it can stream data 
into central memory for formatting and analysis 
by a Fortran program. When not in use as a 
hardware monitor it automatically reverts to its 
status as a "pool processor, " available for use 
by the system. In only one respect is it less 
than satisfactory as a hardware monitor: it has 
no direct access to any other peripheral pro-

*" . Work done under the auspIces of the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission. 
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cessor. (Communication is possible between 
two PPUs either across a channel or through 
central memory, but they must cooperate: no 
peripheral processor has a window into any 
other. ) 

Our use of a PPU as a hardware monitor be
gan more than two years ago with the introduc
tion of a PPU program (instead of a conventional 
trace routine) to produce a histogram of the be
havior of the (central processor) location counter 
during long production jobs. The purpose was 
to facilitate the task of optimizing the production 
code; the program was quite successful and is 
still in use today. Of more importance than this 
success itself was the impetus it provided to
wards the development of other, more sophisti
cated, information-gathering routines. 

Since the information to be collected by the 
histogramming program is pertinent to one par
ticular program, it is reasonable that its PPU 
be "attached" to that program for accounting 
purposes throughout the histogramming run. A 
general-purpose monitor should be a.ttached to 
no specific user program, however, for it is 
collecting information about total system per
formance. Furthermore, the design of the' oper
ating system, which restricts the number of si
multaneously active jobs to seven, makes it de
sirable to avoid the introduction of a special sys
tem program to control such a monitoring rou
tine. To eschew such control completely would 
be to require the monitoring routine to cease 
operation when the PPU memory is full, or else 
to output directly to an external device or to a 
central memory buffer. In the fir st alternative, 
one is hampered by the small size of the PPU 
(4096 12-bit words); in the others, by the intro
duction of interference which could distort the 
picture one is trying to form. The method ac
tually adopted is felt to be a reasonable compro
mise, providing for a modicum of control with 
negligible interference. 

The monitoring routine (MR) is initiated by a 
system job input through the normal job stream. 
This results in the MR PPU being attached to 
the system job. The MR's first act is to detach 
its PPU immediately from that job, and then to 
abort it (the system job), permitting access to 
the computer by more productive jobs. This 
effectively removes the MR PPU from the sys
tem' reducing the number of available "pool 
processors" from eight to seven. Periodically 
thereafter (the period being dependent upon the 
time required to fill the PPU' s memory with " 
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data) another system job is initiated to accept 
the information collected by the MR, format it 
nicely, and print it. The formatting programs 
are quite simpie; they are quick and ,small, re'
quiring only 200-300 kws (kiloword seconds) and 
less than five central processor seconds per run~ 
Since they need be run only once every two hours 
or so (the shortest period we have found neces
sary so far is 2 1/2 hours), these runs require 
less than 0.2S% of the central computer during 
,the monitoring period (there are 864000 kws 
available to the users in two hours, and 7200 CP 
seconds). The loss of one PPU for the duration 
of the monitoring has entailed even less inter
ference: our studies have shown that the seven 
pool processors which were available during 
monitoring runs were in use simultaneously only 
about 0.2% of the time. (Other installations at
tempting similar experiments should recognize 
that our experience is a function both of our work 
load and our operating system- -which is not 
standard. They may experience much greater 
PPU loading, and hence much greater interfer
ence. ) 

To minimize operator error, the periodic re
submission of the system job to format arid print' 
the information collected by the MR is handled 
automatically by the operating system. Instead 
of disappearing from the system at its c onclu
sion, the job is saved on the disk until the de
sired period has elapsed, when it reenters the 
input queue. (This automatic resubmis sion has 
been even more useful for the running of account
ing and diagnostic maintenance routines than for 
the infrequent MR runs. ) 

Two MRs have been written to date. The first 
was EYE, which gathers information on central 
processor activity, central memory utilization, 
channel activity, PPU activity, control point dis
position (the "control points" are the seven soft
ware constructs via which the users gain access 
to the system (4]), and tape usage. The second 
was SEE, which furnishes data on the utilization 
of the disks (percent of activity and whether ac
tlvity was generated during compilation, user 
execution, or system I/O; the total number of 
disk requests; the number 'of requests requiring 
repositioning) and on a job profile, showing how 
the real time at a control point of the users' jobs 
was divided among active use of the central pro
cessor, waiting for I/o, and waiting for the CP, 
with separate breakdowns for compile and non
compile time. 

Sample output from the formatting routines 
for those two jobs is included as figs. 1-3. Fig
ure s 1 and 2 ,show the first and last pages of the 
output from an EYE run; the intervening pages 
all look like the bottom portion of the first page. 
The CP utilization figures derive from a 4.096 
ms sampling process; this rather odd interval 
was chosen for simplicity: the 6600 has an in
ternal clock with one-microsecond ticks and a 
12-bit field, hence 4096 microseconds. The line 
entries arise from a is-second sampling process. 
This period is rather large, but PPU memory 
limitations forced a choice between a large 
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period or frequent polling of the MR; the former' 
seemed preferable. A brief 'explanation of each 
entry in figs. 1 and 2 is given below: 

Figure f: 
Operating characteristics: ,The times are pro

vided by the system real-time clock 
Total count: The number of 4.096 ms samples 
CP idle: Central processor not assigned to a 

user job ' 
Non-compile: Central processor assigned to a 

user job not in compilation phase 
Compile time: Central processor assigned to 

a user job during compilation phase 
Jobs started: number of new user jobs arriving 

at control points during, the sample period 
Channels (inCl. CP) active: 

where 

1 n 
- I: (A. + CP;), 
n 1 1 1 

n = total count 
Ai = number of I/O channels active 

at ith sample time 
CPi = 0 if CP not active at ith sam

ple time 
CPo = 1 if CP active at i th sample 

1 
time 

Number of active PPUs: Does not include EYE, 
the system monitor, or the PPU driving the 
operator's display console 

Control points: , There are seven altogether; 
USER+OPERATOR+EMPTY = 7 
User: Number of control points active with 

user jobs 
Operator: Number of control points active 

with operator-originated system I/O jobs 
Empty: Number of inactive control points 
Recall: Number of control points in "recall" 

status (i.e., waiting for the completion of 
an I/O operation) 

Compiling: Number of control points at 
which compilation is in progress 

Active channels: The second occurrences of 
0-3 denote channels 10-13. 
A = channel active; blarik = channel inactive 

Tapes assigned: The number of tape drives 
assigned to active jobs 

Disk tracks assigned: The number of disk 
tracks assigned to jobs at user control 
points; does not include input or output
queues. 

Memory in use: Central memory actually oc
cupied by the system and the active jobs; 
the entry is in octal; the maximum possible 
is 400000. 

Figure 2: 
The first few entries are the same as for fig. 1. 
Average and peak values for m line entries: m 

is the number of is-second samples 
Channels: Does not include central proces

sor 
Copies of RUN = number of compilations; 

RUN is the name of the compiler 
RCL jobs = Jobs in recall 
Individual channels 

o - Disk 
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1 - Communication link to the Control Data 
6411 I/O Module 

2 - Disk 
3 - Unused 
4 - Unused 
5 - Disk pack and Data Cell Drive 
6 - Disk pack 
7 Tape (4 drives; dual access with channel 

11) 
10 - Operator's console 
11 - Tape (4 drives; dual access with channel 

7) 
12 - Tape (4 drives; dual access with channel 

13) 
13 - Tape (4 drives; dual access with channel 

12) 
Figure 3 shows the output from a SEE run. 

SEE also makes use of the hardware clock to 
establish a 4.09 ms sample time. The entries 
in this output are less mysterious than those for 

EYE, but still require some explanation. 
Total samples: :Ei Ni, where n = number of 

sample periods and Ni = number of user jobs 
active at ith sample time. 

Total compile samples: :Et Sii, where Ci = 
number of user jobs at it sample time 
which are in the compile phase. 

Total non-compile samples::Ei Xi, where Xi = 
number of user jobs at ith sample time 
which are not in the compile phase. 
"Active" means the central processor is as

signed to a user job 
"Recall" means a job is waiting for the com

pletion of an I/O operation 
"Waiting" means a job is waiting to be as

signed the central processor 
ACT/RCL is the ratio of active samples to 

recall samples 
Disk survey: The survey period is the same as 

for the compiler survey 
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Fig. 1. First page of output from EYE. 
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n. 
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O. 
n. 
O. 
n. 

CH. II.fT. 
() o. 
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l 10. tl 
4 1.5Q 
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n. 

"11l~r: (I". 
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1 ")1.fl7 

2 V5.~q , If .4h 
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1 n. 
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Fig. 2. Last page of output from EYE. 

COMP1LER SURVEY FROM 22.56.09 TO 00.10.10. 09108/67. 
ITOTAL NUM8ER OF JOBS STARTEn= 19.) 

n 15K IPOCKS ASSfGNF.11 foliE MO 11 V IN USE 
0-100 n. t:'f'lO-040K O. 

IOO~2nO "I ~.Of., 04{"!-1{"!OK n. 
7f)O- ~f)n ~'). ~.-; 10(\-14(1K O. 
300-40r) i .'5<) 14n-200K n. 
4()'J-5f)O. n. 2nt)-?4n r. 10.19 
~on-bOO ~. 7411-)00K .12 
60e-"rOo n. 't)n-'40K 24.2n 

MORt:: n. "40-41'0K 65.2<) 

XBL 6B4-613 

TOUl SAMPLES I"SIGMA NITI. WHERE NITI"NUMBER OF USERS AT TIME T, SAMPLED EVERY 4.096 MILLISECONDS)" 2035:\60. 

TOTAL COMPILE SAMPLES .. 33643' I 10653 PERCENTI. TOTAL NON-COMPILE SAMPLES- 20017i7, 1ge.341 PERCENT'. 

COMPILE ACTIVE " 
COMPILE RECALL " 
COMpYlE WAITING" 
COMPILE ACT/RCl= 

\ 

1"29 ... 5, -··-;631 PERCENT. 
16858. .828 PERCENT. 

3820. .188 PERCENT. 
.769. 

NON-COMPILE ACTIvE _ 
NON-COMPILE RECALL " 
NON-COMPILE WAITING" 
NON-COMPILE ACT/RCL= 

1009019, 
283259, 
709379. 
3.562. 

49.577 PERCENT. 
13.917 pERCENT. 
34.853 PERCENT. 

DISK SURVEY 

ITHERE WERE 4851 OI5K REQUESTS. OF WHIC·H 18531 38.20 PERCENTI INCLUDED REPOSITIONING, DURING THE SURVEY PERIOD' 

TOTAL SAMPLES (ONE PER nISK EVERy 4.096 MILLiSECONDS'" 2166784. 

UNRESERVED 
RESERVED, INACTIVE 

ACTIVE 

2029058, 93.644 PERCENT 
4982. .230 PERCENT 

132744, 6.126 PERCENT 

BREAKDOWN OF ACTIVITy 
COMPILE 

USER EXECUTI ON 
OPERATOR EXECUTION 

9122, 7.324 PERCENT 
78842, 59.39.4 PERCENT 
44180. 33.282 PF.RCENT 

Fig. 3. Output from SEE. 
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Disk reque sts: Numbe r of reque sts for a disk 
channel that were granted 

Total samples: _ Twice the number of sample 
periods (there are two disks) 
Unreserved: A disk channel is not reserved 
Reserved, inactive: A disk channel is re-

served, but not active 
Active: A disk channel is (reserved and) 

active 
Breakdown of activity: 

Compile: A disk channel is active and as
signed to a user job in the compile phase 

User Exec: A disk channel is active and as
signed to a user job not in the compile 
phase 

Operator Exec: A disk channel is active and 
assigned to an operator (system I/O) job 

These programs have been of great assistance 
in the evaluation of major .changes in the operat
ing system. For example, early in 1967 it be
came apparent that one major obstacle to im
provement of throughput was the handling of the 
disks. The- available alternatives were (1) to re
de sign the entire operating system to provide 
more efficient allocation of disk space, and (2) 
to reduce the number of disk requests per job. 
The second was selected, and the problem was 
attacked on two fronts: . by altering the track
chaining method, and by assigning the standard 
output file to the 6411 I/O Module via the com
muniCation link on channel 2 (instead of to a disk). 
Before these improvements were implemented, 
we generated 360 disk requests per job; the new 
track-chaining scheme reduced the number to 
300; the reassignment of the output file, to 200. 
Our disk channel activity used to approach 80% 
(40% on each channel); the output samples in 
figs. 2 and 3 are typical of our current activity 
(40% total). 

They have also been used to compare twoop
erating systems. Their simplicity rendered it 
easy to modify them to run under the new system 
as well as tinder our standard system. Although 
much of the comparison could be (and in fact was) 
carried out by more conventional methods, those 
methods would not have indicated that the new 
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system required 25 -50% more PPU s and nearly 
twice as much disk channel activity, and that it 
generated almost 50% more disk requests than 
our standard system. 

The investigations described above have been 
the obvious ones. A PPU monitoring routine 
could alSo examine some more interesting ques
tions. Among them might be 

f. An investigation of CP burst-times; how 
their lengths and distr~bution vary between 
I/O bound and compute-bound jobs. 

2. An examination of the vagaries of PPU 
scheduling: Which PPUs are used most? 
For what? Is the system interference 
caused by the introduction of an MR inde
pendent of the PPU to which the MR is as
signed? 

3. An investigation of channel burst-times. 
4. How does the efficiency of the scheduling 

algorithm vary with the length of the input 
queue? 

Perhaps if computer manufacturers could be 
persuaded to include a small, programmable 
hardware monitor in their original designs such 
que stions, and others, would receive the atten
tion they deserve. 
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This report was prepared a~ an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mISSIon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
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or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 
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mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
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